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nanofibers for prolonged release of hydrophilic
drug†

Wan-Ying Huang,a Toshiya Hibino,a Shin-ichiro Suyeab and Satoshi Fujita *ab

The development of sustained control drug release for delivering hydrophilic drugs has been challenging

due to a burst release. Nanofibers are used as materials that enable efficient drug delivery systems. In

this study, we designed drug-encapsulated core–shell nanofibers comprising a hydrophilic core of

collagen (Col) incorporated with berberine chloride (BC), an anti-inflammatory and anti-cancer agent

used as a model drug, and a hydrophobic shell of poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA). Long-term drug release

profiles under both the physiological and hydrolysis-accelerated conditions were measured and analyzed

using a Korsmeyer–Peppas kinetics model. We found that the Col/PLLA core–shell fiber achieved

a controllable long-term release of the hydrophilic drug incorporated inside the core by the slow

degradation of the PLLA shell to prevent the burst release while PLLA monolithic fibers showed early

release due to the dissolution of drug and the following rapid hydrolysis of fibers. As shown by the

results of Col/PLLA core–shell fiber under a hydrolysis-accelerated condition to promote the release of

drugs test, it would provide sustained release over 16 days under physiological conditions. Here, the

development of the nanomaterial for the long-term drug release of hydrophilic drugs was achieved,

leading to its potential medical application including cancer treatment.
1. Introduction

Drug delivery systems (DDS) were advocated to describe new
formulations by numerous researchers.1–4 DDS provides a great
channel for the combination of an effective active pharmaceu-
tical ingredient and a tailored controlled-release rate.5,6 It
provides advantages over conventional dosage forms, such as
an optimum drug concentration released at the desired site,
reduced uctuation of the drug concentration in vivo to improve
the efficiency of treatment with a minimal amount of drug, and
the prevention of drug exposure to other parts of the
organism.7–11 In DDS, ideal drug carriers used to deliver a drug
should be spatially and temporally regulated.12 Nanobers are
one of the most promising tools to serve as a DDS carrier.
Electrospun nanobers have an edge over current traditional
methods of drug encapsulation because they provide a high
surface area to volume ratio, which facilitates loading of high
amount of drug on these bers.13–17 Nanobrous mats allow
a favorable control over porosity and exhibit architectural
similarity to brous structures in the extracellular matrix,18
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which can assist in the production of exible sheets for drug
loading and modulated release.19–21 Nanobers can be exploited
for the delivery of hydrophobic molecules loaded in their
matrices; however, numerous available hydrophilic drugs,
including natural-derived small molecule compounds, saccha-
rides, peptides, and proteins, are difficult to accumulate and
retain within the nanober because this biomaterial is usually
produced with hydrophobic polymers.22–26 Recently, electro-
spinning is developing various types of nanobers, including
coaxial,27 side-by-side,28,29 tri-axial,30,31 multiuidic,32,33 and
nanostructured bers,34,35 but the encapsulation of hydrophilic
drugs are still difficult because of their immiscibility with the
matrix polymers.

In this study, we developed biodegradable collagen (Col)/
poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA) core–shell nanober. We expected that
the hydrophobic shell would protect the hydrophilic drug
against in vivo degradation to achieve long-term release of the
hydrophilic drugs and avoid protracted tailing of the drug
release. Collagen, a brous structure in the extracellular matrix,
is one of the most abundant proteins in the living body. It is
highly expected to be used as a medical material in vivo aer
surgery due to the high biocompatibility.36,37 Berberine chloride
(BC), a hydrophilic drug, was incorporated in a hydrophilic core
of collagen, which was covered with a hydrophobic shell of poly-
L-lactic acid (PLLA), to obtain a drug-loaded core–shell ber. BC
is an active ingredient extracted from the natural plants, and
reportedly shows anti-microbial, anti-inammatory, anti-
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 5703–5711 | 5703
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protozoal,38–40 as well as anti-cancer properties, inducing
apoptosis by inhibiting the G0/G1 cell cycle in MDA-MB-231,
breast cancer cells.41 The PLLA shell is expected to inhibit the
rapid release of BC and nally get degraded and metabolized.
To reveal the availability of core–shell bers for long-term
release, we compared the drug release mechanism of PLLA
monolithic nanobers and Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers. The
long-term release of hydrophilic drugs is still an unmet
requirement. This system could be applied to the treatment of
cancer, e.g., as a strategy for sustained release of the chemo-
therapeutic drug post-operation.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials

Poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA; MW ¼ 100 000) was purchased from
Cosmo Bio (Tokyo, Japan); berberine chloride (BC) was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (MO, USA); 1,1,1,3,3,3-
hexauoro-2-propanol (HFP), chloroform (CHCl3) and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased from FUJIFILM Wako Pure
Chemical (Osaka, Japan); 2,2,2-triuoroethanol (TFE) was
purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry (Tokyo, Japan); cell
count reagent SF was purchased from NacalaiTesque (Kyoto,
Japan); collagen (bovine hide) was purchased from Kaneka
(Osaka, Japan); MDA-MB-231 was purchased from ATCC (VA,
USA). All the other chemicals and reagents were of analytical
grade and were used without further purication.
2.2. Fabrication of Col/PLLA core–shell nanober

The drug-loaded Col/PLLA core–shell nanober was fabricated
using the coaxial electrospinning setup (MECC, Fukuoka,
Japan),42,43 which consists of an ultra-coaxial nozzle (core
diameter of 0.2 mm; shell diameter of 0.8 mm) and a rotating
collector, as shown in Fig. 1. Electrospinning conditions were as
follows. Core solution: 10 w/v% collagen added with 2 w/v% BC
dissolved in TFE; shell solution: 10 w/v% PLLA dissolved in
HFP; ow rates of core and shell solution: 0.3 and 2.4 mL h�1,
respectively; electric eld: 2.5 kV cm�1; rotation speed of the
collector: 1500 rpm; spinning time: 30 min to obtain a robust
ber sheet. As a comparison, a drug-loaded PLLA monolithic
nanober was fabricated from 10 w/v% PLLA added with 2 w/v%
Fig. 1 Schematic of the coaxial electrospinning setup.
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BC dissolved in HFP using a single-nozzle electrospinning
setup.

2.3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

For observation, the fabricated nanobers were rolled up along
the nanober axis, immersed in liquid nitrogen, cut into small
pieces, washed with water to dissolve the collagen in the core
layer, and then dried at 37 �C overnight. The samples were
sputtered with Pt/Pd using an ion sputter (MSP-1S, Vacuum
Device Inc., Japan) for 120 s. The observation was carried out by
SEM (S-2600H, HITACHI, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 8.0
kV. The nanober diameter wasmeasured from the SEM images
using Fiji (Fiji.sc; Ver 2.0.0).

2.4. Characterization of nanobers

Wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) was executed with Ultima
IV (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) using CuKa radiation (0.1542 nm) at
2q scanning angle ranging from 10� to 35� with a scanning
speed of 1� min�1. In differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
the samples sealed in Al pans were measured using DSC-60 Plus
(SHIMADZU, Kyoto, Japan) at a rate of 10 �C min�1 from 0 �C to
200 �C. Attenuated total reectance-Fourier transform infrared
(ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was performed on the Nicolet 6700
system (Thermo Scientic, MA, USA) in the range of 500 to
4000 cm�1 with a resolution of 4 cm�1 and an average of 64
scans using the KBr disk method.

2.5. In vitro weight loss and drug release test

In the weight loss test, the nanobers (3 mg) were treated with
oxygen plasma for 30 s then immersed in 3 mL of phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.0) or pH 11.0 glycine–NaOH buffer
solution and stored at 37 �C until the measurement. Upon
centrifugation of these samples, PBS or pH 11.0 glycine–NaOH
buffer solution was removed from the tube and was washed
thrice with 3 mL DI water. The nanobers were frozen in liquid
nitrogen and dried in a lyophilizer (LABCONCO, America) for
two days. The weight loss A% was calculated from the initial
weight (wi) and the weight aer decomposition (wd):

A% ¼ (wi � wd)/wi � 100 (1)

For the evaluation of drug release, 5.0 mg drug-loaded
nanober mat was hydrophilized by oxygen plasma treatment
(Dinner, Germany; 40 kHz, 100 W, 30 s, 0.3 MPa). The specimen
was put into glass vials with 5.0 mL PBS for the release test at
the physiological condition of pH 7.0 or at the hydrolysis-
accelerated condition of pH 11.0 using glycine–NaOH buffer
solution kept at 37 �C in an incubator, following the collection
of the drug released at 1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, 72, and 192 h. For each
sampling time, 100 mL of the sample solution was added to each
well of a 96-well plate to determine the amount of drug released.
The BC content in the collected samples was determined using
amicroplate reader (Thermo Scientic, Japan) by measuring the
absorbance at 340 nm. Aer the last sampling, the remaining
nanober was dissolved in HFP and the amount of drug inside
was measured by spectrometry at 420 nm.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.6. Statistical analysis

All the experiments were executed at least three times, and all
the values were expressed as mean and standard deviation.
3. Results
3.1. Fabrication of core–shell nanobers

PLLA monolithic and Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers were
fabricated by electrospinning using a coaxial nozzle. All the
fabrication conditions and schematics are as seen in Table 1
and Fig. 1. The Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers fabricated under
the optimized condition44 were observed by SEM. The top view
showed a smooth surface without a bead structure (Fig. S1A and
B†). The cross-section was prepared by cutting in liquid
nitrogen and washing with water to remove the collagen layer
that was encapsulated into the PLLA layer to form the core–shell
structure (Fig. 2A). The shell and core measured 678 � 104 nm
and 147 � 40 nm, respectively (Fig. S1C†). The diameter of the
shell was sufficiently larger than that of the core to wrap it fully.
Table 1 Fabrication conditions of drug-loaded PLLA monolithic and Co

Condition PLLA monolithic

Solution 10% PLLA, 2% BC in HFP
Electric eld (kV cm�1) 2.5
Flow rate (mL h�1) 2.4
Time (min) 30
Linear velocity (m s�1) 1.6

Fig. 2 SEM images of core–shell nanofibers structure. (A) Cross-section v
images of core–shell nanofibers morphology, including complete co
monolithic fiber which has no core (right).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
However, we also observed incomplete Col/PLLA core–shell
nanobers, including a crescent-shaped nanober structure
and a PLLA monolithic nanober that did not contain the
collagen core (Fig. 2B). The collagenmonolithic nanobers were
washed out with water during SEM sample preparation. The
crescent-shaped nanobers were observed with grooves on its
surface aer collagen removal due to washing (Fig. 2C). These
incomplete-structured nanobers would cause a burst in the
early stage of drug release. In the optimized electrospinning
conditions, the percentages of the Col/PLLA core–shell nano-
bers, the crescent nanobers and the monolithic nanobers
with no core were 44%, 36%, and 20%, respectively. However,
diameter of the drug-loaded PLLA monolithic nanobers
fabricated with single-nozzle electrospinning was 386� 151 nm
(Fig. S1D†).
3.2. Drug distribution on nanobers

To analyze the incorporation of the drug in the nanober, ATR-
FTIR was carried out. The ATR-FTIR spectra of drug-loaded
l/PLLA core–shell nanofibers

Col/PLLA core–shell

Shell Core

10% PLLA in HFP 10% collagen, 2% BC in TFE
2.5 2.5
2.4 0.3
30 30
1.6 1.6

iew. (B) Grooves appeared after washing with water. (C) Representative
re–shell structure (left), incomplete crescent structure (middle) and

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 5703–5711 | 5705



Fig. 3 ATR-FTIR spectra of drug-loaded PLLA monolithic nanofiber,
drug-loaded Col/PLLA core–shell nanofiber, PLLA, BC, and collagen.

Fig. 4 (A) DSC thermograms and (B) WAXD profiles of drug-loaded
PLLA monolithic nanofibers and Col/PLLA core–shell nanofibers.
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PLLA monolithic nanober and Col/PLLA core–shell nano-
ber, PLLA, BC, and collagen are shown in Fig. 3. Sharp and
steep peaks were observed for PLLA at 1755 (C]O stretching)
and 1450 cm�1 (C–H bending) in both the nanobers. The
peaks derived from collagen were not observed in the Col/
PLLA core–shell nanobers. The peak at 1506 cm�1 for the
C]C stretching of BC was observed in the PLLA monolithic
ber, but not in the Col/PLLA core–shell nanober. These
observations suggest that a high amount of drug was distrib-
uted near the surface in the drug-loaded PLLA monolithic
bers, while the collagen core containing the drug was
encapsulated and shielded with a shell of PLLA in the Col/
PLLA core–shell nanobers.
3.3. Crystallinity of BC incorporated in nanobers

To analyze whether BC is in a crystal or amorphous state, DSC
and WAXD were carried out. As shown in the DSC curves
(Fig. 4A), the PLLA monolithic nanober showed two endo-
thermic peaks, representing the Tm of PLLA at 178 �C (ref. 45)
and the Tm of crystalized BC at 195 �C.46 However, the Col/PLLA
core–shell nanober showed a single endothermic peak for the
Tm of PLLA at 178 �C.

The WAXD proles (Fig. 4B) showed that the broad peaks
attributed to the amorphous structure of PLLA were found
around at 16� in both the bers. This result would be due to
high beam sensitivity and a small total end-point dose.47,48 In
the PLLA monolithic nanobers, the peak observed at 25� was
derived from the crystalline BC.49 However, it was not visible in
the Col/PLLA core–shell nanober. This result suggests that
BC was in a crystalline structure in the PLLA monolithic
nanobers; however, it was distributed in the Col/PLLA core–
shell nanober without forming crystalline structures. These
different crystalline states are critical to note because they may
affect the degradation and drug release behaviors.
3.4. Degradability of nanobers

The ways of drug release incorporated in the nanober
include the dissolution of the drug deposited on the
5706 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 5703–5711
nanober surface, diffusion of the drug through the polymer
matrix, and elution from the collapsed or degraded polymer
matrix. To investigate the drug release prole from the
fabricated nanobers, we rst examined its degradation in
the physiological condition. The change in the weight loss of
the whole scaffold and the molecular weight of PLLA were
measured. In the physiological PBS solution (pH 7.0), there
was no signicant change between the weight of PLLA
monolithic and Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers, and no
swelling of the nanobers. The shape of the scaffold was
retained (Fig. 5A). The molecular weight of the PLLA
measured by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) showed
no change in the Col/PLLA core–shell nanober but gradually
decreased in the monolithic nanober aer a 30 day immer-
sion in PBS by non-enzymatic hydrolysis (Fig. S2A†).

To investigate the long-term effect of non-enzymatic hydro-
lysis, we measured under a hydrolysis-accelerated condition
using an alkaline buffer (pH 11.0), which can promote the
release of drugs from the nanobers to shorten the observation
time for mimicking the long-term release in vivo under physi-
ological conditions. Both the nanobers showed remarkable
weight loss under pH 11.0 (Fig. 5B). The PLLA monolithic
nanobers completely collapsed within 5 days, but the Col/
PLLA core–shell nanobers kept gradually degrading over 14
days. Fig. S3† corresponds to the SEM images of the nanober
aer immersing in the hydrolysis-accelerated conditions aer 1,
2, and 5 days. The ber structure of core–shell nanober was
maintained, while the monolithic ber morphology was dis-
integrated. By GPC analysis, PLLA chain of the monolithic
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (A) Degradation of the fiber sheet under physiological (PBS, pH 7.0) and (B) hydrolysis-accelerated conditions (glycine–NaOH buffer, pH
11.0). (Upper panels) Time course of the weight loss of the sheet. (Lower panels) The morphological changes of the sheet. Cadmium yellow
canary representing degradation; light yellow representing dissolution (n ¼ 3).
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nanobers was digested into smaller chains aer 3 days
(Fig. S2B†) and the result was consistent with the changes in the
observed morphology. However, the molecular weight of PLLA
in Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers remained unaffected
following a 14 day immersion in an alkaline solution (Fig.-
S2B†). This suggests that the early drug release from the PLLA
monolithic ber would cause the penetration of water into the
bers, leading to the erosion aer the physical break down of
the PLLA bers, while sustained release from the Col/PLLA
core–shell bers would be attributed to the diffusion through
the PLLA shell.
3.5. Drug release test

The amount of drug released by dissolution and diffusion
from the nanober under the physiological condition was
tested. As shown in Fig. 6A, 10% and 26% of the drug were
immediately released from the PLLA monolithic and Col/PLLA
core–shell nanobers, respectively, which represented the
dissolution of the drugs deposited on the nanober surface.
The reason the amount of drug released from the Col/PLLA
core–shell was higher than that of the PLLA monolithic
nanober was the release of collagen monolithic nanober,
which was formed as a by-product during electrospinning of
the Col/PLLA core–shell nanober. Aer the initial burst
release, the accumulated amount of drug released was almost
constant.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
To estimate the amount of drug released due to the degra-
dation of the nanober aer long-term immersion, the drug
release test was carried out under accelerated hydrolysis in
alkaline conditions. As shown in Fig. 6B, the release proles of
PLLA monolithic ber and Col/PLLA ber under alkaline
conditions were completely different. The PLLA monolithic
nanobers exhibited a higher percentage release (51%) than the
Col/PLLA core–shell nanober (45%) aer 24 h. The amount of
drug released from the PLLA monolithic nanober (88%)
greatly exceeded by 23% that from the Col/PLLA core–shell
(65%) nanober at 72 h, demonstrating that the Col/PLLA core–
shell nanober release rate was controlled. These results clearly
demonstrated that the burst release from PLLA monolithic
nanobers was from the surface of nanobers and the degra-
dation was enhanced as the drug was released, and long-term
release from Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers was achieved by
the hydrophobic shell.

Besides, the bioactivity of BC interacting with the collagen in
core–shell bers was investigated. To examine whether the
released BC from the core–shell ber was not inactivated
because of the interaction with collagen, MTT assay using
a cancer cell line was performed. The dose-dependency of BC
released from the core–shell nanobers and the BC powder over
the drug concentration range of 5 to 150 mg mL�1 on the
viability of MDA-MB-231 cells are shown in Fig. S4.† As a result,
LC50 (semi-lethal dose) of the BC powder and the one released
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 5703–5711 | 5707



Fig. 6 Drug release profile from monolithic nanofiber and core–shell nanofiber under (A) physiological (PBS, pH 7.0) and (B) hydrolysis-
accelerated conditions (glycine–NaOH buffer, pH 11.0). Inset represents the magnified plot in the early stage (n ¼ 3). (C and D). The Korsmeyer–
Peppas model fitting of drug release profiles.
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from core–shell nanobers was 95.4 and 94.3 mg mL�1,
respectively, where there was no signicant difference. This
result suggests that BC released from the collagen core main-
tained its pharmacological bioactivity even if it was encapsu-
lated in collagen.
3.6. Drug release mechanism

Note that additional analysis of the drug release mechanism
was calculated using the Korsmeyer–Peppas equation,

log
Mt

M0

¼ log k þ n log t (2)

where Mt is the amount of drug released at time t, M0 is the
total amount of drug loaded, k is a kinetic constant, t is the
release time and n is the coefficient related with the diffusion
or release exponent. Increasing value of n shows that the
release of the drug is excessive in a short time period. It is
reported that the value of n depends on the mechanism of
drug release.50,51 When n ¼ 0.5, the drug is diffused according
to the Fick's law; when 0.5 < n < 1, the release is by anomalous
transport, suggesting that the release is by diffusion or
dissolution. When n ¼ 1, the drug release mechanism is the
same as the zero-order model.
5708 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 5703–5711
In the physiological condition, it was observed that the Col/
PLLA core–shell nanober caused a higher burst release than
the PLLA monolithic nanobers within 1.5 h (Fig. 6C), possibly
because of the dissolution of the drug from the collagen
uncovered with the PLLA shell of incomplete core–shell and
collagen monolithic nanober as an electrospinning by-
product. To compare the release mechanism of the two nano-
bers by ignoring the effect of the burst release from the by-
product nanobers, the drug release prole aer 1.5 h was
analyzed by tting with eqn (2). By this calculation, the release
prole from the core–shell ber was correctly analyzed. As
a result, the drug release prole in the rst 12 h was different
from the later time points. The n value of the early 12 h time
point of the PLLA monolithic and Col/PLLA core–shell nano-
bers was 0.136 and 0.102 and the n value aer 12 h was 0.082
and 0.025, thus suggesting that the Col/PLLA core–shell nano-
bers have suppressed release more efficiently than the PLLA
monolithic nanobers. In the hydrolysis-accelerated condition,
the release proles of both the nanobers were highly corre-
lated with the Korsmeyer–Peppas model, but the n values were
different (Fig. 6D). In the PLLA monolithic nanobers, n was
1.491, which shows the drug was extraordinarily released due to
the degradation of matrix PLLA.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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4. Discussion

Two main reasons can be suggested to explain why the Col/
PLLA core–shell nanobers decrease the drug release rate.
First, the drug release rates were closely correlated with the BC
crystalline state. Collagen and BC solutions were mixed to
fabricate the core–shell nanober by electrospinning. During
fabrication, there would be an interaction between the BC and
collagen and therefore BC did not form a crystalline state in
the Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers, as it formed in the PLLA
monolithic nanober. Second, the localization and crystalli-
zation of BC affected the release behavior. In PLLA monolithic
nanobers, the quick dissolution of BC deposited on the
surface contributed signicantly to the fast release, and the
degradation was enhanced as BC was released. The Kors-
meyer–Peppas analysis showed that uniform blending of BC in
the hydrophilic polymer of the Col/PLLA core–shell nanober
led to the drug release behavior induced by not only diffusion
but also low degradation. According to the results of WAXD
and DSC, in the PLLA monolithic nanobers, the drug existed
in a crystalline state. Therefore, the rapid release in the PLLA
monolithic nanober would have been caused by the disso-
lution of crystalline BC and the following penetration of water
into the vacant pore of the dissolute drug to enhance the
matrix hydrolysis. However, in the Col/PLLA core–shell bers,
the hydrophobic PLLA was BC clad in the core–shell structure.
Thus, we concluded that in the Col/PLLA core–shell bers the
drug release was primarily by diffusion (Fig. 7). However, the
value of the Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers was n ¼ 0.788,
which is higher than 0.5 suggesting that the drug release
behavior could have been induced by not only diffusion but
also low degradation.

Regarding the estimated release duration using the core–
shell bers, other reports described that the rate of PLLA
degradation at pH 10.0 is around two times faster than that at
pH 7.4,52 corresponding to our results obtained from the
testing at pH 11.0 and 7.0. The amount of drug released at the
physiological condition was quite low, which shows that long-
term release over 192 h was achieved. The Col/PLLA core–shell
nanobers showed complete release aer 192 h in the
hydrolysis-accelerated condition, implying that it would
Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of the proposed drug release mechanism
from PLLA monolithic and Col/PLLA core–shell nanofiber.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
provide sustained release over 384 h (16 days) under physio-
logical conditions. Thus, the Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers
not only achieved the desired long-term release but also
precluded prolonged tailing toward the end of the
degradation.

BC, a plant alkaloid, possesses a wide range of pharmaco-
logical effects, including anti-inammatory and anti-cancer
effects by inhibiting the growth, invasion, and metastatic
progression. BC is currently well known to exert these effects in
various cancer cell lines, such as hepatoma,53 lung cancer,54

esophageal cancer,55 bladder cancer56 and breast cancer,57 and
to display low-toxicity to the normal cells.58 Thus, BC-loaded
Col/PLLA core–shell nanobers with high permeability and
high surface area employed for the treatment of cancer to
reduce less adverse effects would be a signicant strategy for
anti-cancer drug delivery in post-operation.
5. Conclusions

The main problem of long-term release of hydrophilic drugs
using nanobers fabricated with conventional electrospinning
methods persists due to the burst release of the incorporated
drug in the early stage. To address it, we successfully fabri-
cated the anti-cancer Col/PLLA core–shell nanober where the
collagen of the core layer plays an important role to retain the
drug, and the hydrophobic shell of PLLA would sustain a long-
term release over 16 days of the incorporated hydrophilic drug
while degrading. By analyzing the drug release prole, the
PLLA shell was maintained from the ber digestion and sup-
pressed release. Under conditions of accelerated degradation,
the Col/PLLA core–shell and PLLA monolithic nanobers
showed a signicant difference in the degradation rates. PLLA
monolithic nanober illustrated a large burst release effect up
to 51% during 24 h to 72 h. The slower degradation of Col/
PLLA core–shell nanober compared to the PLLA monolithic
ber would be due to higher crystallinity. We also showed that
the drug distribution in drug-loaded nanobers inuenced the
drug release rate associated with diffusion or degradation in
both the nanobers. These results illustrate that the manip-
ulation of drug–polymer miscibility, localization of drug
deposit, and polymer degradability are key factors in modu-
lating the drug release prole. As shown herein, the blending
of drugs with a hydrophilic polymer as a core layer and
hydrophobic polymer as a shell layer can enable an effectively
controlled drug release prole and facilitate an ideal strategy
for sustained drug release.
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